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Abstract 
This paper examines the theoretical relationship between intra-cultural variation and managerial discretion. Research 
into the degree of discretion, or latitude of actions, has primarily focused on the individual-, organizational-, and 
industry-level factors, which either allow or constrain executives to take strategic actions. Despite, the recent attempt 
to discover the impact of national culture, mainly values, on managerial discretion, culture has been studied on an 
aggregate level by assuming spatial homogeneity within a country. However, recent evidences have shown that 
intra-cultural variation could be as salient as or sometimes even more than inter-country variation, yet there has been 
no discussion on its potential association with managerial discretion. As such, we address this gap and investigate the 
relationship of this cultural aspect with managerial discretion. Using institutional, stakeholder and upper echelons 
theories, our study proposes a strong relationship between intra-cultural variation and managerial discretion. 
Therefore, our study contributes to the strategic management and culture literature by providing a more nuanced 
understanding of such relationship and most importantly by introducing a new national construct that could play an 
important role in the strategic decision making of business executives. 
Keywords: Intra-cultural variation, Cultural heterogeneity, Managerial discretion, National-culture, Zone of 
acceptance 
1. Introduction 
The management field in general focuses solely on the one aspect of national culture, particularly values, while 
neglecting other important aspects (e.g. intra-cultural variation) (Aktas et al., 2016). Such orientation has led to a 
shortcoming in our understanding of various management constructs, including managerial discretion, and this has 
led top scholars to call for an expansion of the “conceptual toolkit” to broaden the scope of cross-cultural and 
management research (Gelfand et al., 2006). Recent research in the discretion literature have unveiled important 
cultural influences on managerial discretion, notably individualism, uncertainty tolerance and power distance. 
However, beyond the need to uncover the values aspect of culture, there should be more focus on the importance of 
considering the implications of the varying degrees of behavior within a given culture. Intra-cultural variation is an 
important, yet under-researched, dimension of national culture that should attract our attention, especially in terms of 
its association with executives’ latitude of actions. 
Intra-cultural variation reflects the degree of homogeneity/heterogeneity in views innate to a society (Carpenter, 
2000; Uz, 2015). It is reasonable to investigate cultural dimensions from an aggregate level by assuming greater 
homogeneity within a country, however, drawing upon the idea that culture is multi-dimensional, there should be a 
balance between cross-national and intra-national diversity in culture (Tung, 2008). Although some initial attempts 
have highlighted the importance of within cultural differences (intra-cultural variation) in affecting several micro and 
macro-level variables (e.g. Beugelsdijk et al., 2014). Yet, its association with managerial discretion has not been 
explored. Such shortcoming would limit our understanding of the national factors that could drive or hinder the 
freedom in decision making particularly for executives residing in each country.  
Accordingly, our paper seeks to theoretically discuss the potential implication of intra-cultural variation on 
managerial discretion. This is achieved by integrating the advancement in cross-cultural research with the strategic 
management realm. Based on the original conceptualization of managerial discretion (Hambrick and Finkelstein, 
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1987), the effect of various stakeholders’ groups and their zones of acceptance on managerial discretion seems not to 
have been the subject of previous scholarly attention. Our work draws upon the stakeholder theory (Donaldson and 
Preston, 1995) to conceptually explain that the latitude of executive actions is not solely related to the aggregate 
acceptance of most stakeholders but is also subject to the acceptance of individual stakeholders. Therefore, we 
highlight the importance of intra-cultural variation, provide a deeper understanding of this construct, and introduce 
new national-level antecedents of managerial discretion.  
2. The Concept of Managerial Discretion 
Managerial discretion is conceptualized as the latitude in executives’ decision-making (Hambrick and Finkelstein, 
1987). It explicitly emerges as a conceptual link between theories that are predominantly deterministic ((e.g. 
population ecology (Hannan and Freeman, 1977), or neoinstitutionalism (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983)) and those 
that are mostly managerial (e.g. upper echelons (Hambrick and Mason, 1984)). Discretion exists to the extent that 
constraints to decision-making are relatively absent and when multiple plausible alternatives are available for 
executives to choose from. As such, it is a function of the individual executive (e.g. locus of control), the 
organization (e.g. resource availability) and the task environment (e.g. industry regulations) characteristics or any 
combination of these. Together, these internal and external factors comprise a powerful range of possible limitations 
or catalysts for executive actions. Managerial discretion is generally enforced through managerial sources of power 
including but not limited to coercive, referent, legitimate, expert, and reward power (Riasi and Asadzadeh, 2016). 
According to Uhl-Bien and Carsten (2007), managerial power can be defined as the sense of control and the 
perception that one has the ability to influence outcomes. 
At the individual level, research shows that executives operating within the same domain can foresee a distinct set of 
actions depending on their individualities and psychological characteristics (Wangrow et al., 2015). Some can 
envision a wider range of alternatives and create multiple courses of actions that would affect organization outcomes. 
These psychological micro-foundations are unique features that determine executives’ discretion. For instance, 
executives with greater locus of control (Carpenter and Golden, 1997), ambiguity tolerance (Dollinger et al., 1997), 
networking relations (Geletkanycz and Hambrick, 1997), risk-taking behavior (Roth, 1992) and lower commitment 
to the status quo (McClelland et al., 2010) possess more discretion. 
At the organizational level, firms with abundant resources that are easily transferable allow executives to foresee 
change and choose from a wider variety of alternatives (Hambrick and Finkelstein, 1987). Similarly, the lack of 
ingrained culture and the existence of a passive board accord executives with more discretion (Boyd and Salamin, 
2001). Relatedly, CEO duality increases the likelihood of strategic change, which in turn enhances managerial 
discretion (e.g. Quigley and Hambrick, 2012; Kim, 2013). In contrast, organizations with an entrenched, rigid culture 
resulting from standardised routines and control place strict constraints on executives’ actions and make it difficult 
for them to initiate any strategic change (e.g. Key, 2002; Wangrow et al., 2015). 
Also, the task environment, in which firms operate, could drastically alter executive actions. Some industries can 
afford a greater variety of choices/actions than others. Hambrick and Abrahamson (1995) argue that advertising and 
R&D intensity along with market growth have a positive impact on managerial discretion. However, industry 
regulation constrains executives’ latitude of actions (Peteraf and Reed, 2007). Similarly, Finkelstein (2009) finds 
demand variability along with industry concentration to negatively affect CEO discretion.  
Although Hambrick and Finkelstein (1987: 379) argue that discretion is closely related to “the degree to which the 
environment allows variety and change”, most of the previous research, conceptualizes the task environment in terms 
of industry characteristics. Very little work has considered the impact of the macro-environment, more precisely the 
national setting, on executive discretion. Only recently, managerial discretion has been examined on a national-level 
(Crossland and Hambrick, 2011). However, the examination was limited as it solely refers to the aggregate 
conceptualization of culture (cross-country differences) and assume greater homogeneity within countries. 
3. The Concept of Intra-Cultural Variations 
To many scholars, the variations between members of a society/country are commonly referred to as cultural 
differences (Hofstede, 1991). However, members of a culture ought not to be like each other, where in some cultural 
environments, there exists a degree of homogeneity/heterogeneity (variation) in behavior innate to that society 
(Carpenter, 2000; Uz, 2015). Most research focuses on the ‘central tendency’ of societal members, which denotes the 
typical members of a country. Quantitatively, the central tendency of societal members on a specific characteristic is 
mainly represented by the cultural means of such attributes (Au, 1999). The essence of cross-cultural research is to 
offer scientific interpretation of cultural differences rather than simply presenting the differences between countries 
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(e.g. Mullen, 1995). Not considering within-country variance or diversity may well lead to missing an opportunity 
for a more nuanced, holistic and comprehensive approach to studying national culture. As such, intra-cultural 
variation, which has been ignored by cross-cultural researchers, is an important construct to further understand 
cultural implications. 
Au (1997, 1999, 2000; Au and Cheung, 2004) is among the main allies of the intra-cultural variation construct and 
perhaps the only scholar who makes the most explicit and strongest argument for the integration of the intra-cultural 
variation construct in cross-cultural studies. He argues that several factors could play an important role in 
determining intra-cultural variation. Amid these factors are individual demographics, moral discipline, government 
and organization policy along with other variables (e.g. ethno-linguistic (Puia and Ofori-Dankwa, 2013)). However, 
Au (1999) emphasised that societal members’ behavior triggered by their cultural values and practices within a given 
country may well be regarded as the prominent antecedent of intra-cultural variation.  
This is particularly important in the context of managerial discretion as it helps to define the boundaries of executive 
actions. In other words, it may be perceived that a CEO operating in a homogenous culture would be faced with 
established practices, limiting any attempt to deviate from the ‘central tendency’ of the society. In such cases, the 
array of actions would be narrow. On the other hand, a CEO in a heterogeneous society would have a wider array of 
actions to choose from, as the boundaries of the central tendencies are wider. However, this is not necessarily the 
case as will be seen in the below discussion. In our discussion, we relax the homogeneity assumption of national 
culture, and like other scholars (e.g. Venaik and Midgley, 2015), we believe that there would be significant 
heterogeneity within and across countries, which will play a role in changing the degree of discretion an executive 
can have.  
Before developing this line of reasoning, it is important to highlight the current discussion on intra-cultural variation 
and put the concept into its proper context, which is present in the next section. Following that, we describe the 
theoretical building blocks for the proposed relationship between intra-cultural variation and managerial discretion. 
4. Intra-Cultural Variation Review 
Culture is an important concept to many scholars in a wide range of disciplines. Influenced by the work of Hofstede 
(1980, 2001) and more recently House et al. (2004), the scholarly community, particularly the cross-cultural business 
party, has constantly represented culture based on national scores. Notwithstanding the acceptance and importance of 
these national scores, studies have been criticised from various angles, such as construct validity (e.g. Brewer and 
Venaik, 2014), ideological basis (e.g. Ailon, 2008), and homogeneity assumption (e.g. Dheer et al., 2015). 
Particularly relevant is the latter assumption that most earlier works have taken for granted. As argued by some 
academics, such a supposition may be acceptable if the cross-cultural variance is greater than the within-country 
variance (Hanges and Dickson, 2006; Ronen and Shenkar, 2013), which is not always the case in cross-cultural 
research (Venaik and Midgley, 2015). 
Recent discussion in the cross-cultural and international management literatures showed the importance and 
appropriateness of within-country variance (intra-cultural variation) to uncover various cultural implications (e.g. Au 
and Cheung, 2004; Peterson et al., 2012; Tung and Verbeke, 2010). A typology presented by Klein and Kozlowski 
(2000) argue that the conceptualisation of a group has three main properties: global, shared and configurational. The 
global aspect relates to the encompassing properties that are mostly dominant and recognisable, such as political 
system, economic growth, etc. Although the shared and configurational properties both emerge from the 
characteristics of a group (in this case a country), the shared properties are common amongst all the group members 
that embrace such a particularity. By contrast, the configurational property is not shared and is unique to each group 
member (Ralston et al., 2014). These differences are mainly due to either meso-level (e.g. religion, region) or 
individual-level attributes (e.g. age or gender). While most of the works in the cross-cultural literature have relied on 
the first two properties of Klein and Kozlowski’s (2000) typology, some have incorporated the within-country 
differences to provide a better understanding of the impact of culture. Recently, Venaik and Midgley (2015) 
incorporated the configurational perspective and reconciled it with the national averages theoretical construct to 
develop cultural archetypes. Similarly, Richter et al. (2016) argue that the configurational perspective allows for a 
more holistic understanding of cultural dimensions and their consequent effects.  
Moreover, Tsui et al. (2007) argue that culture scholars rely heavily on the consideration of the global and shared 
properties of national culture and assume that shared property, using mean scores, is the main characteristic of a 
nation. Similarly, the observations of Au and Cheung (2004) explicitly indicate the lack of consideration of the 
dispersion of behavior or practices within a country. In their review of cross-cultural studies, Kirkman et al. (2006) 
pointed to this gap and encouraged researchers to employ the intra-country variation construct. Such importance is 
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also reflected in Kirkman et al.’s (2009) study of Chinese and US employee-manager relations, in which they 
concluded that to understand culture, one needs to know the within-country variance and not only the shared 
attributes of a society. In the same vein, Steel and Taras (2011) described in their meta-analysis study that almost 90% 
of variance in cultural attributes can be found within countries. Therefore, the adoption of the configurational 
perspective, which has been recognised by some scholars (e.g. Fischer et al., 2011; Gurven et al., 2008; Lenartowicz 
and Roth, 2001), is crucial to provide new insights and develop the cross-cultural field. 
The idea of intra-cultural variation can be dated back to early research on ecological fallacy, which states that 
individuals in a group do not necessarily possess the average attribute(s) of that group (Robinson, 1950). Such an 
argument has been also present in anthropological studies, such as Pelto (1975) who offers a thorough discussion on 
the factors that have made the homogeneity assumption so popular and attractive and the implications that 
intra-cultural variation has on the advancement of such theory. Early works (e.g. Au, 1999; Chan et al., 1996; 
Schwartz and Sagie, 2000) show that intra-cultural variation exhibits inconsistent correlations with cultural means 
and provide differing findings. Au and Cheung (2004) empirically demonstrated that intra-cultural variation and 
cultural mean are not substitutes, which provides supporting argument for the importance of studying the 
implications of both constructs. The fundamental importance of intra-cultural variation is to show the extent to which 
the shared practices within a society are widely and deeply shared amongst its members (Puia and Ofori-Dankwa, 
2013). Drawing on the multi-layered construct of culture (Leung et al., 2005), Tung (2008a) argued for the necessity 
to account for intra-national variation when conducting cross-cultural research. Despite these calls, studies have 
continued to adopt the global and shared perspective when conducting cross-cultural research (Ralston et al., 2014), 
which has led to fallacious assumptions of cultural homogeneity within a country (Tung and Verbeke, 2010). The 
answer for this could be multi-faced, in part due to methodological issues (i.e. the unavailability of published 
large-scale data on within-country variation) (Fischer, 2006) and in part to a lack of appreciation of the contribution 
that such a construct could bring to our understanding (e.g. Buchholz et al., 2009).  
As previously stated, to the extent to which cross-cultural variation is greater than within-country variation, the use 
of national scores would be justifiable (Hanges and Dickson, 2006). This represents the main argument of the 
proponents of the national culture perspective who believe that individual norms (i.e. behavior, values, beliefs, etc.) 
constitute the dominant thrust of shared enculturation (Schwartz, 1999: 26). While acknowledging this fact, the 
homogeneity of a given culture (country) is not universal and some researchers have already shown that. In the field 
of international marketing, appreciation of intra-country variation or heterogeneity in attitudes, practices and even 
values are considered essential for various marketing strategies, such as customer segmentation and positioning (e.g. 
Broderick et al., 2007; Ter Hofstede et al., 2002; Wedel et al., 1998). In other disciplines, intra-cultural variation has 
been shown to influence organizational and social outcomes, particularly Au and Cheung (2004), who empirically 
illustrate that intra-cultural variation has a negative effect on job and life satisfaction as opposed to the cultural mean. 
Au and Cheung (2004) were not the only scholars that investigated the role of within-country variation and 
work-related issues; likewise, Hoorn (2015) discovered that intra-cultural variation explains, by far, the difference in 
work values within a country. Also, the salient effect of within-country variance has been uncovered by Tung and 
Baumann (2009), who compared individuals’ behavior towards material possession and savings among a sample of 
countries (e.g. Canada, Australia, China). Their findings strongly suggest that there were more similarities across 
countries than within countries based on the individual background of a group. Others established a strong link 
between intra-country variation and technological innovations. Puia and Ofori-Dankwa (2013) employed the 
within-country diversity framework to explore the relationship between cultural diversity (within a given country) 
and national innovativeness. Their findings suggest that intra-cultural variation is independently and positively 
related to national innovativeness. Within business ethics, Ralston et al. (2014) tested the utility of intra-cultural 
variation on two cultural dimensions (individualism and collectivism) to predict the ethical behavior of managers. In 
their study of 48 societies, they found that variation within countries make a more suggestive contribution to explain 
the perception of ethical behavior. Another example of the use of intra-cultural variation in international business and 
cross-cultural studies is Beugelsdijk et al.’s (2014) work on foreign affiliates’ sales. The study’s findings suggest that 
the overestimation of foreign affiliates’ sales is significantly and positively related to the intra-cultural variations of 
the host country. 
With the progression of cross-cultural research, scholars have further developed a somewhat old construct to gauge 
the extent of the clarity and pervasiveness of norms in each country and how much tolerance exists there for deviant 
behavior (Gelfand et al, 2006). Cultural tightness and looseness is a related construct to intra-cultural variation based 
on within-country variance. In loose cultures, norms are expressed within a broad range of alternative means and 
there exists a lack of regularity, discipline and regimentation. Such cultures tend to tolerate divergent practices. In 
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contrast, cultures that are tight have established strong and clear norms by developing order and sanctioning systems 
for governing deviant behavior.  
Given these characteristics, it is expected that intra-cultural variation in tight cultures is smaller than in loose 
societies. As previously discussed, cultural tightness-looseness has its roots in various academic disciplines, 
including sociology (e.g. Boldt, 1978b), anthropology (Pelto, 1968), psychology (Berry, 1966) and of course 
international business and cross-cultural research (Gelfand et al., 2011). Research has discovered that national 
contexts of tightness and looseness vary widely between countries and that such a construct is distinct from the 
actual cultural dimensions (Aktas et al., 2016; Gelfand et al., 2011). This construct has been linked to several 
organizational, managerial and national outcomes (Taras et al., 2010), such as negotiation (Gunia et al., 2011), 
stock-price synchronicity (Eun et al., 2015), job satisfaction for expatriate manpower (Peltokorpi and Froese, 2014), 
organizational creativity (Chua et al., 2015) and even terrorism (Gelfand et al., 2013). Recently, cultural-tightness 
and looseness have been linked to managerial discretion (Crossland and Hambrick, 2011). However, cultural 
tightness-looseness and intra-cultural variation are not the same construct, both may well be related to each other 
particularly in the sense of greater variety of behavior but differ in quantitative and theoretical terms. 
From a theoretical perspective, cultural tightness-looseness has two main dimensions; the first relates to the strength 
and clarity of social norms – in other words the pervasiveness of these norms within a given society; and the second 
relates to the strength of sanctioning, which means the degree of tolerance that a society has towards deviant 
behavior (Gelfand et al., 2006). Whereas, intra-cultural variation refers to the actual distribution of behavior of the 
population in given culture (Au, 1999). Its key component is the heterogeneity in a society’s practices and values 
(Venaik and Midgley, 2015) and the extent to which societal members do not follow the central tendency of the 
society (variance of attributes) (Au, 1999). Also, the antecedents of intra-cultural variation mainly lie within the 
actual members of the society as opposed to cultural tightness-looseness, where the proxies are mainly related to 
exogenous factors. From a quantitative standpoint, the operationalisation of these constructs is completely different. 
Intra-cultural variation is mainly operationalised using the standard deviation of behaviors (Au, 1999; Au and 
Cheung, 2004) or using proxy measures such as ethno-linguistic diversity (Beugelsdijk et al., 2014). On the other 
hand, cultural tightness is measured through a set of variables that relates to historical, ecological and societal factors. 
The main measure developed by Gelfand et al. (2011) considers ecological and historical threats, socio-political 
institutions, legal system, etc. Even recent operationalisation techniques (Uz, 2015) have incorporated socio-political, 
threat to survival, psychological and behavioral-inhibition factors. The distinction between these two constructs has 
been illustrated by extant research. For instance, the Netherlands, a relatively loose culture (Gelfand et al., 2011), has 
small variation, whereas, India, which scored very high on Gelfand et al.’s (2011) scale, is characterised as having 
high intra-cultural variation (Au, 1999). 
5. Theoretical Discussion: Intra-cultural Variation and Managerial Discretion  
Crossland and Hambrick (2011) found that cultural looseness is positively related to managerial discretion. This is 
because in loose societies, standards of behavior are more ambiguous, which leads to less restrictiveness, whereas 
tight cultures provide clear expectations on how entities (including executives) should behave in that culture. If 
intra-cultural variation is like tightness-looseness, which is not the case, as discussed earlier, then we may expect it to 
have a positive relationship with managerial discretion. In contrast, we speculate that intra-cultural variation would 
negatively affect managerial discretion. The logic can be linked to various management and non-management 
theories. Starting with the latter, in the discipline of international marketing, studies find that intra-cultural 
heterogeneity is an important construct for marketing managers as they need to understand the behavior, attitudes 
and values of a distinct set of customer segments, which is indeed important for positioning purposes (Broderick et 
al., 2007). When managers are faced with such a diverse set of customer groups, decisions become tougher and little 
latitude exists in their decision making. The same argument is echoed in the management literature, particularly the 
upper echelons theory. Executives have restricted information-processing abilities and must be selective in where 
they focus their attention (Abrahamson and Hambrick, 1997). Because discretion confers options and the diversity 
associated with the selection of these options (Nelson, 1991), the greater the uncertainty in each environment (in this 
case society), the more executives will consider a wider variety of means to diverse ends (Abrahamson and 
Hambrick, 1997). Countries that scored high on uncertainty avoidance have been characterised as being low on 
intra-cultural variation (Au, 1999). This means that the array of options available to executives in these environments 
is less diverse, implying low managerial discretion. 
Furthermore, existing work in the stakeholder realm argues the importance of treating various stakeholder groups 
well, as it contributes to organizational performance (e.g. Donaldson and Peterson, 1995; Harrison et al., 2010), 
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which is the focal objective of executives. Stakeholders are categorised into two main types: self-regarding, who 
only care about themselves (Fehr and Falk, 2002); and reciprocal, who care about others and try to punish unfair 
treatment even if that punishment is costly (Engelmann and Strobel, 2004). Philips et al. (2011) argue that executives, 
and by extension their firms, have the latitude to choose predefined actions in response to existing internal or 
external events. However, it is well documented in the discretion literature that this latitude is limited and subject to 
various internal (e.g. firm characteristics, executive individualities) (Wangrow et al., 2015) and external (e.g. 
industry and country characteristics) (Crossland and Hambrick, 2007) factors. Proponents of stakeholder research 
have emphasised the important role of external factors in influencing executives’ behavior. The argument lies in the 
premises that firms function within a collection of constituencies that have a varying degree of power (Mitchell et al., 
1997), which ultimately leads to constraints on executives’ actions. Thus, it would be almost impossible to explain 
the viability of stakeholder influence as an external factor affecting firms’ outcomes without acknowledging the 
condition of this influence, which is the degree of managerial discretion. If executives are not accorded enough 
discretion, then it is unreasonable to hold them accountable for mistreating stakeholders. 
Research shows that the heterogeneity of stakeholders is well observed across cultures and even within an 
environment (country or industry) (e.g. Gardberg and Fombrun, 2006). These stakeholder groups impose strong 
normative and coercive pressures on organizations (Delmas and Toffel, 2004), which consequently lead to pressures 
on executives’ actions (institutional argument based on Di Maggio and Powell, 1983). Top managers are exposed to 
and face a population of distinct stakeholder groups, each with different motives and heterogeneous behavior 
(Bridoux and Stoelhorst, 2014). In their own words, Hambrick and Finkelstein (1987: 374) state that: “To us, 
constraint exists whenever an action lies outside the ‘zone of acceptance’ of powerful parties who hold a stake in the 
organization… Extending the concept to other types of stakeholders, one can think of board members, bankers, 
regulators, employees, customers as well as other parties, as all having their own zones of acceptance”. Hence, 
actions that are acceptable by a given stakeholder group may well be objectionable to others. In such an instance, 
executives exposed to a diverse set of stakeholder groups are strongly challenged to take actions that are in line with 
the acceptance scale of these stakeholders. Bear in mind that discretion exists to the extent to which actions fall 
within the zone of acceptance of stakeholders (Crossland and Hambrick, 2011). In this case, there will be more than 
one zone of acceptance, with each related to a stakeholder group, because of the development of cultural archetypes 
due to greater heterogeneity (Venaik and Midgley, 2015). Stakeholder theory distinguishes between the various 
stakeholders a manager is exposed to and recognises that interests differ both between and across these stakeholder 
groups (Wolfe and Putler, 2002). Executives’ discretion in this case is a function of both the holder-specific 
discretion, particularly to each stakeholder group, and the aggregate discretion, which is common across all 
stakeholder groups. In the cultural realm, managerial discretion was considered from the latter dimension – the 
aggregation of stakeholders’ zones of acceptance using cultural values (Crossland and Hambrick, 2011). However, 
the particularity of each stakeholder group’s zone of acceptance is of great importance. This is because increasing the 
heterogeneity within a given context would lead to the creation of several cultural archetypes, which in turn increases 
the institutional constraints that are imposed on executives operating in such a context. Any actions that do not 
conform with the zone/s of acceptance of most stakeholder groups would be perceived as objectionable and as such 
will lead to cultural misfit, illegitimacy and inefficiency (Roth et al., 2011). Therefore, the latitude of available 
options or actions would be limited.  
In contrast, in societies with low intra-cultural variation, executives need to adapt to few stakeholder groups, which 
allows them to foresee a broader set of actions. It is easier for individuals to attend to a homogenous culture as 
opposed to a heterogeneous one (Au, 1999), because the contact with a divergent set of exemplars may become 
confusing, and thus provide further constraints on the information-processing ability of executives (Abrahamson and 
Hambrick, 1997). Cognitive theorists argue that executives encounter more information than their cognitive 
capability can integrate (Surroca et al., 2016); for that reason, they focus (pay attention to) on domains that they 
perceive as being critical. This attention pattern will therefore determine their strategic agenda (Nadkarni and Barr, 
2008). In the absence of the pressure generated from a variety of stakeholder groups, executives would not be tended 
to adhere to a diverse set of societal expectations (Campbell, 2007). It becomes easier for an executive in this 
situation to make greater strides to interpret and comprehend a smaller set of information, which will ultimately be 
reflected in more strategic change (Cho and Hambrick, 2006) and the generation of new choices (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990). Consequently, the latitude of actions increases. An executive focusing on one stakeholder group 
may well be in a position of high discretion vis-à-vis that individual group, but at the cost of added constraints from 
other stakeholder groups. In societies with a limited number of stakeholder groups (low intra-cultural variation), the 
opportunity cost to attend to the powerful stakeholder groups decreases and executives can attend to the needs of a 
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concentrated set of individual stakeholder groups, which ultimately generates higher discretion. Accordingly, and 
based on the above discussion, we propose that greater intra-cultural variation reduces the degree of managerial 
discretion. 
6. Conclusion & Research Implications 
Our theoretical discussion of the construct of intra-cultural variation and its potential implications on executives’ 
latitude of actions opens a new horizon in the literature and adds an important antecedent to the discretion construct. 
The stream of research in the national-level dimension of managerial discretion often uniformly ignores the 
heterogeneity that exists in a country. By highlighting the potential implication of the intra-cultural variation, we 
contribute to strategic management literature by extending our understanding of the national-level antecedents of 
managerial discretion. Also, for several decades, stakeholder theory has mainly rested on the side of the voluntaristic 
perspective, which argues that managerial decision and behavior are the variables that shape the relationship between 
firms and stakeholders (Phillips et al., 2010). Such perspective implicitly assumes that managers have enough 
latitude of actions to attend to stakeholders’ needs. However, this is not always the case as the degree of managerial 
discretion is a function of the internal and external constraints facing managers. We argued that while discretion is a 
vital intervening variable on its own right, it also has a powerful role in explaining stakeholder-firm relationships. 
Therefore, we conceptually tried to fill in the gap that is currently present in the stakeholder theory by including the 
concept of managerial discretion as an important construct to take into consideration when talking about stakeholder 
management. 
Our theoretical discussion provides important managerial implications, for instance our proposition could shed light 
on the stakeholder orientation of firms. Stakeholder orientation refers to managers’ behavior towards stakeholders, 
which considers the totality of firms’ approach to managing stakeholders. According to Phillips et al., (2011), 
stakeholder management is categorised in two types: narrow and broad orientation. At one extreme, managers could 
hold a narrow orientation by constantly honouring and focusing on the interests of a given stakeholder group over the 
interests of other stakeholder groups. At the other extreme, managers could exhibit broad orientation in which they 
focus on a wide range of stakeholder groups. If, as proposed in this paper, greater intra-cultural heterogeneity 
reduces managerial discretion, then we may well expect that this would result in executives following a broader 
stakeholder orientation. When a CEO is faced with greater constraints from several stakeholder groups, he/she will 
not be able to take actions that favor one group over the other and would focus on attending to the needs of all 
stakeholder groups to reduce those constraints. In such scenario, the CEO is expected to put more effort into serving 
a wider set of stakeholders (e.g. community, employees, customers, etc.) and ignoring any initiatives that do not 
benefit all of them. Whereas, having a smaller number of stakeholder groups would accord executives more 
discretion which in turn enable them to categorise stakeholders and attend to the need of the most powerful and 
important group at the expense of others, which will ultimately lead to adopting a narrow stakeholder orientation.  
Furthermore, our proposition could have implications on leadership effectiveness. Recent endeavours in the 
leadership literature have made interesting theoretical conceptualisation by illuminating what can be considered as 
emic (culture specific) or etic (universal) in terms of leadership attributes and effectiveness (e.g. House et al., 2014). 
Such research stream has shown that leadership is culturally dependent and that perception of effective leadership is 
not only dependent on the central tendencies of a given culture but also on its tightness-looseness dimension (e.g. 
Aktas et al., 2016). Similarly, we expect that intra-cultural variation along with managerial discretion to be closely 
related to the perception of effective leadership. For instance, in heterogeneous cultures, executives are faced with a 
greater number of stakeholder groups and as such are accorded low discretion, their attention would be directed to all 
or majority of stakeholder groups. In such situation, it is expletive that participative leaders would be perceived as an 
effective leadership style because it reflects the degree to which executives take into consideration the need of others 
and involve important stakeholders in the decision-making processes. On the other hand, in homogenous cultures, in 
which executives enjoy more latitude of action, the autonomous leadership style would be more appropriate, as such 
leaders tend to work without collaboration or feedback from others and tend to be more independent in their decision 
making, which all seem to be acceptable in such culture. 
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